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respondent

“The bin men are terrible for leaving rubbish on the roads!” Markfield
“Please can we suggest the corner of Atterton Lane and Chapel Lane that the bank 
opposite our house be cut and cleaned up as it blocks all views of traffic coming 
down the lane and up. Quite a few near misses this year with heavy tractors and 
cars on the bend- very dangerous for cycles.
P.S Please don’t pass plans for building in Chapel Lane Witherley. Tractors speed 
down the lane and cars do not stop at the junction where the white line is. We have 
been here 30 years now, traffic has increased unbelievably this summer with works 
on the A5 bringing more cars coming through the village, driving over all the verges, 
lorries getting stuck outside our house, nightmare. What with flooding and sewage 
adding to problems as well.

Witherley

1. more attention needs to be given to cleanliness i.e. litter in lanes
2. The decision to put the Hinckley Hub where it is, is a disgrace. 

-no car parking (very little)
-very difficult to access from Town Centre- especially for elderly
-previously very central to town
-previously helped support shops by its location
-where it is now is the worst possible of all options

3. Borough Bulletin needs to cover rural areas of district- more than it does at 
present 

Market 
Bosworth

Recycling has got worse over the last three years due to “inability to take plastic 
bags for recycling”

Barlestone

Never see a member of the police force. Earl Shilton
“Am concerned that LCC is withdrawing funding for waste collection. Either this 
service will be withdrawn or HBBC will have to pick up the funding. Where will this 
money come from?”

Burbage

Road Management very poor. Look at phasing traffic lights better. 1 left turn at 
Sketchley Bridge?

Burbage

Rubbish everywhere in carpark to quarters, New Street Hinckley
The paved area at the end of Dean Road is not cleared of leaves etc. It appears that 
any leaves etc are blown onto paved area and are not removed

Hinckley

Due to people dropping food wrapping, chip papers, sandwich boxes etc  instead of 
placing them into litter bins provided

Hinckley

No space for other comments. HBBC attitude has changed completely on recycling 
over last two years. Instead of encouraging recycling, the council now threatens to 
not pick up bins that include items which they used to recycle – plastic bags, black 
plastic, containers, other plastic items, the list is endless. Public bins for waste paper 
have been made very difficult to use. The openings have been reduced in size and 
almost cut one’s hand when trying to put paper in them. HBBC needs a new 
management team for recycling. One that has some new ideas and realises that 
households should be encouraged not threatened. If the council reports a continued 
55% of household rubbish recycled, we know that this figure will have been fiddled.

Market 
Bosworth

For a widower living alone, the bins are too large Hinckley
Not recycling all plastics is a backward step. Hinckley

Most publicity and help/development centred on Hinckley town centre Groby

Appendix 2 – other comments



Comments Location of 
respondent

Most publicity and help/development centred on Hinckley town centre Twycross
We use brown bin regularly and are concerned about proposals to abandon this 
scheme. It makes no sense either financially or environmentally to withdraw the 
green waste collection or to charge for it.
Too many buildings planned with not enough consideration over the consequences. 
Why was the Regent Theatre bulldozed?
The Barwell Sue is an example of the council not being “trustworthy”

Barwell

Dog mess is getting worse.
No facilities in the summer for young people at Tilton Park. Everything is focussed 
on Richmond Park, Langdale, Queens Park, Clarendon fields etc 
Roadside collection carried out by eastern Europeans in transit vans. Vans which 
look un roadworthy. Do you ever check the legality of those or is it not politically 
correct?

Burbage

Insert bins for papers are all broken Ratby
Insert bins for papers all broken as bin men change them from bin to bin Burbage
Website is awful, not user friendly Barlestone
Disappointed that plastic bags no longer recycled Hinckley
Need more regular waste collection Hinckley
HBBC targeting Mkt Bosworth as tourist area, but no investment or interest Shenton
Consequence of inability to recycle plastics which were previously recycled is that 
waste in waste bins has tripled, therefore landfill costs must be now higher.

Bagworth

Lid clips needed on bins to stop waste going over road on windy days Barwell
All plastic should be recycled and also the food waste should be reinstated Burbage
Found label attached to 2nd brown bin quite offensive
Litter to be found around school entrances

Hinckley

Bins are left on pathways, this is not safe. Children walk on the pathways to school Barwell


